**PROFILE NAME:**  WIC Peer Counseling  
**DIVISION RESPONSIBLE:**  DPH  
**PROFILE TYPE:**  F – Contract Controlled  
**CONTRACT TYPE:**  Other  
**REIMBURSEMENT PERCENTAGE:**  100.00  
**LIMITATIONS:**  N/A  
**EXPENSES ROLL TO THIS PROFILE FROM:**  N/A  
**EXPENSES ROLL FROM THIS PROFILE TO:**  154760  
**EXPENSES ALLOCATE TO THIS PROFILE FROM:**  N/A  
**EXPENSES ALLOCATE FROM THIS PROFILE TO:**  N/A  
**CATALOG OF FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE (CFDA) NUMBER:**  10.557  

**PROFILE DESCRIPTION:**  
1) DHFS Financial Management Manual, allowable cost policies apply  
2) Report expenditures on DMT 855  
3) Reimbursement for allowable costs must be reported on Profile 154760  

The purpose of these contracts on this profile is to offer a centrally located breastfeeding peer counselor training.